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In thispaper, the domain of polyhedral objects is considered. A special kind of structural recognition that
canbe used to identify the solid object is presented. The technique is based on analyzing the topological
characteristics of the solid object and decomposing this topology into primitive topologies. The
inter-relationshipbetween these primitive topologies are constructed as a tree structure. The analysis
algorithmproposed, uses the boundary representation model of solid polyhedra and, it is shown to have
a polynomial time complexity. It is shown to be sound and complete over a non-trivial subset of
polyhedrathat are characterized by having planar graph embeddings. The algorithm can be used to
imposestandardization of the process of solid objects encoding schemes and as a "hashing" mechanism
inCAD/CAM systems and in information systems that contain a large database of polyhedra.

Thegeneralproblem of analyzing the shape of a solid
objectand addressing its related record in an
informationsystem is an important issue. For example,
in CAD/CAM systems, this issue is essential for
definingan automatic link between the design and
manufacturingphases. Also, in the field of
three-dimensional (3-D) object recognition, the
existenceof a well defined address space is very
importantfor practical implementation of recognition
systems[1], so that retrieval of objects out of large
librariescan be efficient.
Systemsthat deal with solid objects, such as

integrat~d.software systems for CAD/CAM
applications,usually deal with graphic models of these
objects[2,3]. By analyzing these models; features,
properties,materials, drawings; process planning and
otherinformation items can be derived or retrieved.
Mostof these information are related to the shape of
thesolidobject. However, no automatic procedures
existthat can generate these relationships. The way
systemsdeal with this problem now, is by assigning
artificialidentification numbers to be used as a primary
keytorelatedifferent information items about the same.
solidobject. The generation of these identification;

numbers is done either as serial ones in the system, OF

by encoding the object according to some scheme.
These are usually add-hoc and table look-up schemes
that require experienced and qualified persons to get
correct encoding [4,5,6].

In this paper, we are interested in the analysis process
of poly~edral solid objects, i.e. solid objects whose all
faces are planar ones. We propose a method to
decompose an object into primitive objects with
structural relationships between these primitives in the
form of a tree structure. This decomposition is based
on the connectivity properties of the edge-vertex graph
model representing the topology of the solid object,
and on some inference rules that are used to
decompose this topology into primitive topologies.

In the next section, we present a quick survey of
different techniques and graphic models that are used
in analyzing solid objects. In section 3, we give the
necessary terminology and mathematical background
needed in the analysis process. Section 4 presents
theorems that are required to establish the necessary
and sufficient conditions that guarantee the correctness
of the proposed analysis algorithm. The algorithm is
presented in section 5 as a Pascal-like pseudo code.
Finally, we give our conclusions in section 6.



A "feature" of a part is defined to be a recognizable
geometric shape entity in the part, such as holes, slots,
pockets, ... etc.Recently,many research papers appeared
that concentrate on recognizing and extracting these
features out of different graphic models, e.g.,
[7,8,9,10].

In [7], an interactive system to recognize shape
features in 3-D solid models is described. Geometric,
as well as, topological information are used in this
process which is interactively guided by the user.

In [8], a feature extraction algorithm, based on
topological information, is presented.
Face-Adjacency-Graph (FAG) model is used to check
for bi-connected and tri-connected components, that
correspond to specific features in the solid object.

Peklenik at al., [9]. have defined a Part Spectrum
DataBase (PSDB) that contains the engineering models
of different parts. The grouping of parts in the PSDB
is based on their geometrical and technological aspects.
Parts are classified and coded manually using special
matrices of predefined features.

In the area of computer vision systems, [10]
presented a system for recognizing 3-D objects from
image views with range data. An. Attributed
Hypergraph Representation (AHR) is constructed and
compared with another complete AHR of a prototype
object.

Another trend for analyzing solid objects is by using
the hyperpatch model [11], or the cell decomposition
model [12]. These solid models are used extensively in
3-D finite element methods for the' numerical solution
.of differential equations, and .in computing various
integral properties of solids such as volume and
moments of inertia [12]. An example of this approach
is presented in [13], where a decomposition method of
a polyhedral solid object based on the triangulation of
its boundary graph model is developed. This analysis
method decomposes a solid into a set of disjoint
tetrahedra. Although it may be efficient to use a single
well defined primitive, such as the tetrahedron, in
calculating some aspects related to the geometry or the
mass of the solid, this will be of no help in designing
the address space for these solids. We need a suitable
large number of different primitives so that the address
space is large enough to accommodate the different
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shapes encountered;
Feature extraction methods can be consideroo

special case of the solid object analysisapproach,
only 'features' are recognized and extracted.So,

select the. approach of decomposing solids
primitives as the basis of our research. Anexit
survey of solid modeling and analysis methodsCI

found in [14].

3. TERMINOLOGY AND MATHEMATlt
BACKGROUND

An undirected Jmmh G is defined as theC(1

(V,E), where V is a finite set of vertices, andE
nonempty set of ~ of the gr
E£VxV={{x,y} IxEV,yEV}. A vertex v.\
degree is three, (i.e., that have exactly threeedgl
E incident to that vertex), will be called a 11Ii!i!
vertex. A solid object whose vertices are allprim!
ones is called a trihedral object. An n-sidedI2mml
an object that has (n+ 1) vertices such thatoneoU
vertices, called the apex of the pyramid, hasd~
equals n, while all other n vertices are primitive01 4

The graph G is called embeddable on a surface!.
is possible to draw the graph on that surfacesuchl ,
no two edges of it intersect except at a vertex.0
the graph has been embedded, we can definefm w
circuits of the graph that do not contain interior~ 8I
In [15], it is proved that every planar graphhtC<

unique embedding, (i.e., has a unique set of faces),s~
an orientable surface if, and only if, it is 0

Slconnected. The famous Euler formula: V - E+ f
--. . SI2 relates the number of vertices V, edges E, andn

" nF of a simple polyhedron. Two faces fl, and f2
topologically eqUivalent if and only if they havee

.' csame number of edges and vertices. .
Two or more polyhedral objects can be W 0

together to obtain another more complex polyhOOi
In this paper, we consider only gluing of polyh
solids through complete and topologically equiva
faces, such that the resulting polyhedron will hav!
faces defined by a single loop of edges. In oi
words, gluing two objects S1 and S2 through faceI,
in S1 and f2 in S2, will result in a new object S wI
both faces f1 and f2 disappear, and the degrees 01
common vertices will changeacCQrdingly. Figure1
illustrates the gluing ofa 4-sided pyratpid with a cul 1
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Figure 1. The glue of simple objects:
(a)- Two simple objects and their embedded graphs. (b)- Composite object.

Givenan embedded graph G of a composite object,
wecanscan the graph to search for a cycle of edges
andnon-primitive vertices in G, such that it can be
consideredas if it is a "cutting plane" through the
solid.In other words, it can represent the gluing faces
oftwopolyhedra. Splitting the edges and vertices of
sucha cycle, will divide G into two disconnected
subgraphsGl and G2. If both subgraphs Gl and G2
representcorrect embedded graphs of pol yhedra, (i. e.,
eachsubgraph is a tri-connected one), the original
cyclewill be called a mesh. Figure (2) is an example
ofa mesh.

Figure2. Splitting of a graph into two components
througha mesh.

Obviously, not every cycle of edges and
non-primitive vertices, is a mesh, and we need to
characterize formally these meshes. The following
theorem provides us with a necessary and sufficient
condition for a cycle to represent a mesh. The proof of
the theorem can be found in [14].

A necessary and sufficient condition for a cycle in an
embedded graph G (V ,E) to represent a mesh is that no
two edges of the cycle belong to the same face in the
graph G.

Two meshes are said to overlap if they contain one or
more ccrnmon faces. An example of two overlapped
meshes is shown in Figure (3), where the mesh ml
represents the embedded sub graph of a 6-sided
pyramid, and the mesh m2 represents the embedded
sub graph of a 4-sided pyramid. Meshes ml and m2
overlap at two faces fl and fl.

The overlapping of meshes presents a serious
problem for the decomposition approach, since it leads
to anon-deterministic output. For example, in Figure
(3), we can get either the 6- sided or the 4-sided
pyramid as an output. To avoid this non- determinism,



and to ensure the uniqueness of the output, we have
decided to consider the union of all overlapped meshes.
The following theorem states that the union of
overlapped meshes is also a mesh. for proof, refer to
[14].

The union of two or more overlapped meshes will
result in a new cycle which is a mesh.

The decision to consider the union of overlapped
meshes, means that the output will contain only disjoint
meshes. Hence, the analysis algorithm will allow
non-trihedral objects to be recognized as primitives.
This is good, since it makes the set of primitives an
open set, and will in turn, widen the address space
allowed. In this way, we ensure to get the same output,
and hence the same key-value, each time the same
polyhedral object is to be analyzed. Non-trihedral
objects that will be recognized as primitives are of no
harm, since we use these primitives only in encoding
the original object.

Pyramids are considered to be primitive objects, since
they have well defined structures. The following
theorem helps in recognizing the graphs of overlapped
pyramids.

of two pyramids overlap at exactly two tri~
faces.
Three of such subgraphs overlap at exactly a .
triangular face. No more than three of such sub
overlap in a common face.

In this section, we present the proposed aIgorithil
decomposition of polyhedral solid objects. Figurt
shows the procedure DECOMPOSE which'
recursive representation of the algorithm. Thein
this procedure is a data structure G representini
embedded graph of the input solid. The output is!
structure T where each node is an embedded gr~
a solid. Leaves of the tree T are graphs of primi
solids. For optimization purposes, a reduced gr~
is obtained from the original graph G by eliminat~
primitive vertices and their incident edges.
procedure recursively processes the input graph
extracting the possible primitives at each level.

Procedure Decompose (G,T);
begin
T:=G;
fo: = Embeddingjace(G);
V':={v I v i V i!llil deg(v) > 3};
E':={(vj,Vj) I (Vj,Vj) € E and Vj,Vji V'};
G': =Construct_a_graph(V' ,E' ,F');
if E' = </>or F' = </>then exit;
bt connected _components(G' ,components);
primitives: = </>;
for each Ge{Ve,Ee,Fe) € components QQ
begin
fo': = Embedding_face(GJ;
Fe:=Fe - {fo'};

meshes:={~ I ~ € Fe and ~ €I F};
Valid_meshes: = {~ I IDi € meshes

I ~ n~ I ~ 1 V- ~ € F};
candidate.J>yramld: =</>; ~
fur k=4 to max {deg(v) I v € Ve} do :
for eac~ Vi € {v I degGc(v) = degG(v) =k} 'd

test-pyramld(vj,Ge,bi) t
then candidate .J>yramid: = candidate yyrami s

{(vi,bD};
pyramids: =test_overlap({bj I (vj,bi

candidate .J>yramid});
valid meshes: =valid meshes U pyramids;

r- -



vc:=vc - {v I (v,b) E candidate'-pyramid};
Ec:={(vj,Vj)I (Vj,v) E Ee ml4 Vi,Vj EVe};
Gc:=construct_a_graph (Ve,Ee,F e);
fo': =embeddingJace(GJ;
invalid_meshes:=meshes - valid_meshes;
corrected_meshes:=</>;
foreach~ E invalid_meshes do
if correct_mesh(IDj,new_mesh,F ,valid_meshes)
lMn corrected_meshes: = corrected _meshes U

new_mesh;
valid meshes: = valid meshes U test_overlap

(corrected_meshes);
ifvalid_meshes= </>
lMn
iffo'=l:fo then

if ( I fo' n~ I ~ 1, V~ E F)
tMn valid_meshes: = fo'
~ if correct_mesh(fo' ,new_mesh,F,</»

1M!! valid_meshes: = new_mesh;
else exit;

primitives:=primitives U valid_meshes;
end;(*for each Ge *)
[primitives=cJ>then exit;
foreach~ Eprimitives do
hWn
Pi:=build_a'-primitive_graph (IDj,G);
Tj:=pj;
add_subtree(Ti'T);
~;
adLmatrix(fj,Mj);
G':=G;
decompose(G',T');
addJubtreeO", T}~
~; (*decomposeprocedure *)

Weshouldnotice that, since we are dealing only with
topologicalinformation, Le., no metrics (geometry) is
presentin the input data, objects that have different
geometries,but same topology will be considered the
samething. For example, Figure (5) shows three
different geometries corresponding to the same
topology.These three objects will be considered as a
singleobject in our analysis approach.

By anallzing the procedure, we can show that it is
O( I E I ) [14]. Figure (6) gives an example of an
inputgraph embedding of a polyhedral object (root)

and the resultant primitives (leaves). The labels on the
tree branches represent st1\Uctural relationships between
primitives and their parent objects.

LmJ
'I' I

~J

We present an algorithm of O( I E I 3) that
decomposes polyhedral solids into primitive ones,
based only on topological information. We provide
theorems that ensure the correctness of the algorithm



over the set of polyhedra that is characterized by
having planar graph embeddings., -The output of the
analysis algorithm is a tree structure that can be
considered as a "finger print"of the input solid. This
tree can be used to derive an identification figure for
the input solid that can be used to retrieve related
records in the database of an information system.
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